Custom Indoor and Outdoor Signs - Vehicle Wraps - Trade Show Displays

Spark Signs & Graphics - Boosting Business
Pitt Center for Vaccine Research
The University of Pittsburgh’s Center for
Vaccine Research asked for our help to brand
the entrances on two of their floors at the
Biomedical Science Tower in Oakland.
We worked closely with our clients to
bring their design to life and installed two
custom-made lobby signs.
We fabricated the signs by routing the letters
“The Center for Vaccine Research” out of
¼” matte black PVC and placing them in
three separate rows. Each row was mounted
off the wall at a different depth thus creating
a “stepped” effect that was unique and eyecatching. The total dimension of the lobby
signs was 58” X 26.5”, the perfect size to create
an impact and to brand the CVR Department.
To learn more about this project, read our blog.

Check out some of our other work from February

Shenango on the Green - Exterior Signage

Omega Federal Credit Union - Lighted Sign

Shenango on the Green, nestled in beautiful New
Wilmington, provides a peaceful and comfortable
senior living environment to its residents. We
helped them with rebranding by replacing a
monument sign, several identification, and other
assorted exterior signs.

Omega FCU remodeled its Ross Township location
and we were happy to provide a feature sign at
the entrance as well as a directional sign. The
lighted entrance sign included both front and halo
(back) lighting to create an eye-catching look.

Trinity Automated Solutions - Lobby Sign

Paramount Enterprises - Post & Panel Sign

Trinity Automated Solutions looked to us to
create two signs that were placed at important
interior locations. We utilized raised lettering on
brushed aluminum panels and included round
standoff covers in the corners to add dimension.

We installed this sharp looking double-sided post
and panel sign for Ambridge-based Paramount
Enterprises. Paramount is an economic
development firm that focuses on Business
Incubation and Main Street Revitalization.

Oxford Athletic Club Interior Signage

A good portion of the Oxford Athletic Club was remodeled and our client wanted the signage to match
the updates they were making to the club. We supplied a variety of functional, yet unique, interior
business signs and graphics during the re-branding process. These signs included room identification,
wayfinding, and window graphics. To learn more, read our blog, and to view signs from the entire
Oxford project to date, check out the project album on our Flickr!

Connect with us.
Log on to our website to learn more about
the types of custom signs we create, or
stop by our showroom, from where we
serve western
Pennsylvania.









